
THE TOPOLOGICAL ZETA FUNCTION ASSOCIATEDTO A FUNCTION ON A NORMAL SURFACE GERMWillem VeysAbstract. We associate to a regular function f on a normal surface germ (S;0) aninvariant, called the topological zeta function, which generalizes the same invariant for aplane curve germ; by de�nition it is a rational function in one variable. We study its polesand their relation with the local monodromy of f , in particular we prove the `generalizedholomorphy conjecture'. We give a formula for this topological zeta function in terms ofthe log canonical model of (S; f�1f0g), and we also introduce a still more general invariant.
Introduction(0.1) To f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] one associates a singularity invariant, called the topologicalzeta function of f , expressed as follows in terms of an embedded resolution of f�1f0g �A n . Fix f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] with f =2 C and f(0) = 0, and let h : X ! A n be anembedded resolution (with normal crossings) of f�1f0g. We denote by Ei; i 2 T , theirreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g), and by Ni and �i�1 the multiplicities of Ei inthe divisor of f � h and h�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn) on X, respectively. The (Ni; �i); i 2 T , arecalled the numerical data of the resolution (X; h); we have that Ni; �i 2 N n f0g. ForI � T we set also EI := \i2IEi and E�I := EI n ([j =2IEj).Let �(�) denote the topological Euler{Poincar�e characteristic. To f and d 2 N n f0gDenef and Loeser associated in [DL1] the topological zeta function(�) Z(d)top;0(s) := XI�T8i2I:djNi �(E�I \ h�1f0g)Yi2I 1�i + sNiand also its global version Z(d)top(s), replacing E�I \ h�1f0g by E�I . Those zeta functionsare invariants of the germ of f at 0 and f , respectively. The remarkable fact thatthe de�ning expressions do not depend on the chosen resolution was proved in [DL1]by expressing them as a limit of Igusa's local zeta functions; recently in [DL2] theseexpressions are also obtained as a specialization of a certain `motivic integral', after anidea of Kontsevich [Kon].1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 14B05 14J17 32S50 (32S45).Key words and phrases. Surface singularity invariant, topological zeta function.The author is a Postdoctoral Fellow of the Belgian National Fund for Scienti�c Research (F.W.O.)1



(0.2) Just to motivate the form of the expression (�) we briey introduce here Igusa'slocal zeta function.Let K be a �nite extension of the �eld Qp of p{adic numbers, R the valuation ringof K, P the maximal ideal of R, and �K = R=P the residue �eld with cardinality q. Forz 2 K we denote by jzj its absolute value and by ac(z) 2 R� its angular component.To f 2 K[x] := K[x1; : : : ; xn] and a character { : R� ! C � one associates Igusa's localzeta function ZK;0(s) := ZPn {(ac f(x))jf(x)jsjdxj;and analogously ZK(s) replacing Pn by Rn, for Re(s) > 0. Here jdxj denotes the Haarmeasure on Kn, normalized such that Rn has measure 1. Igusa [I] showed that it is arational function of q�s, so it extends to a meromorphic function on C .When { is induced by a character of �K (this is the relevant case) there is undermild conditions the following formula for ZK;0(s) in terms of an embedded resolution(X; h) of f�1f0g � A n , see [D, x3]. We use the same notation as in (0.1), but with theEi; i 2 T , now K{irreducible, and we denote the order of { by d. We have thatZK;0(s) = q�nXI�T C{I Yi2I q � 1q�i+sNi � 1for certain constants C{I which are zero whenever d - Ni for some i 2 I. Heuristically,considering a certain cohomological expression for the C{I , these expressions tend to (�)if we let q ! 1.(0.3) When n = 2 however the independency of the chosen resolution of (�) is straight-forward to verify using the existence of the unique minimal embedded resolution off�1f0g � A 2 .In this paper we will extend in dimension 2 the notion of (local) topological zetafunction to regular functions f on an arbitrary normal surface germ (S; 0). Fix fwith f(0) = 0 and let now h : X ! S be an embedded resolution of f�1f0g � S.Denote again by Ei; i 2 T , the irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g) and by Ni themultiplicity of Ei in the divisor of f � h. The main point of our generalization is to usethe so{called log discrepancy �i of Ei; i 2 T , de�ned byKX = h�KS +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei;where K(�) denotes the canonical divisor; see (1.2). With these notions we de�ne ford 2 N n f0g the topological zeta function Z(d)0 (s) of f by the same expression (�) as in(0.1). Now however the �i are rational numbers which can be negative and even zero.(0.4) After verifying our de�nition in x1 we will study the poles of this generalizedtopological zeta function in x2. There are relations with the eigenvalues of monodromyof f , considered as function germ (S; 0) ! (C ; 0). In particular in x3 we prove the`generalized holomorphy conjecture' :If d 2 N n f0g does not divide the order (as root of unity) of any eigenvalue of thelocal monodromy of f at any point of f�1f0g, then Z(d)0 (s) = 0.2



In x4 we derive a formula for Z(d)0 (s) in terms of the log canonical model of (S; f�1f0g),which is a certain partial embedded resolution of singularities. In particular an impor-tant class of superuous candidate poles � �iNi ; i 2 T , does not occur in this formula.Finally in x5 we treat a natural generalization, based on the following observation : theessential property of �(�), needed for Z(d)0 (s) to be independent of the chosen resolution,is its additivity on constructible sets. Roughly we will use the class of a variety in theGrothendieck group of algebraic varieties instead of its Euler characteristic.Acknowledgement. We would like to thank C. Hertling and J. Denef for discussing Ex-ample 2.5. and (5.7), respectively. 1. Definition(1.1) Let (S; 0) be a normal complex surface germ and f a (nonconstant) regularfunction on S. For simplicity of notation we assume that f(0) = 0.Take any good (or embedded) resolution h : X ! S of f�1f0g � S. By this wemean that X is nonsingular, h is a birational morphism, the restriction hjXnh�1f0g isan isomorphism, and the divisor h�1(f�1f0g) has nonsingular irreducible componentswhich intersect normally. Denote by Ei; i 2 T = Te [ Ts the irreducible components ofh�1(f�1f0g), where Te ranges over the exceptional curves and Ts over the componentsof the strict transform of f�1f0g, and by Ni the multiplicity of Ei in the divisor of f �h.For i 2 Te set also E�i := Ei n [j 6=iEi.Moreover let �i denote the log discrepancy of Ei, i.e.(��) KX = h�KS +Xi2Te(�i � 1)Ei;where for a normal variety V we denote by KV its canonical divisor (class). For i 2 Tswe put �i = 1.(1.2) We provide some explanation for the reader who is not familiar with this lastconcept. On any normal variety there is a well de�ned linear equivalence class of canon-ical Weil divisors. In general however it is not clear how to de�ne the pullback of a Weildivisor with respect to a morphism of varieties. Now for surfaces the expression (��)makes sense because one can give a meaning to h�KS , using the idea of Mumford [Mu,page 17]. For any Weil divisor D on S he de�nes h�D as ~D +P`2Te a`E`, where ~D isthe strict transform of D and the a` are uniquely determined rational numbers. In factthey are de�ned as solutions of the (quite naturally imposed) linear system of equations( ~D+P`2Te a`E`)�Ek = 0; k 2 Te, using that the intersection matrix of the E` is negativede�nite [Mu]. (Of course when (S; 0) is nonsingular this notion agrees with the usualone.) Choosing now representatives of KX and KS which agree on X nh�1f0g �= S nf0gwe obtain (��). It is important to stress that the �i are rational numbers, which can benegative (this is even the general case) or zero.(1.3) Let �(�) denote the topological Euler{Poincar�e characteristic. For any d 2N n f0g we introduce an invariant associated to (S; 0) and f as follows. Take any good3



resolution (X; h) of f�1f0g � S as in (1.1); then the topological zeta function of f isZ(d)0 (s) = Z(d)0 (S; f; s) := Xi2TedjNi �(E�i )�i + sNi + Xfi;jg�TdjNi;djNj �(Ei \Ej)(�i + sNi)(�j + sNj) :Remarks. (i) When (S; 0) = (A 2 ; 0) then this expression is the (local) topological zetafunction Z(d)top;0(s) of [DL1].(ii) Of course this invariant is nontrivial only for �nitely many d. When d = 1 weput Z0(s) := Z(1)0 (s).(iii) The curves Ei; i 2 Te, can have arbitrary genus gi; so �(E�i ) = 2�2gi�card(Ei\[` 6=iE`). We also have �(Ei \Ej) = card(Ei \ Ej).(1.4) We still must prove that this de�nition is independent of the chosen resolu-tion (X; h). Since there exists a unique minimal good resolution, and any other goodresolution is obtained from it by blowing{up a �nite number of points, we only haveto show that the de�ning expression is invariant under the blowing{up of a point. Solet � : ~X ! X be the blowing{up with centre P and exceptional curve E of the goodresolution (X; h).Suppose that P 2 E1 \E2. We must compare the contribution to Z(d)0 (s) of P on Xand those of E�; E \ ~E1 and E \ ~E2 on ~X. Here ~Ei denotes the strict transform of Eiby �. ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . . .�E1 E2PX  �� ~E1~E2E ~X
Take �rst d = 1. We must verify that1(�1 + sN1)(�2 + sN2) = 1� + sN (0 + 1�1 + sN1 + 1�2 + sN2 );which is equivalent to the equalities(i) � = �1 + �2 and (ii) N = N1 +N2:These are well{known in the situation of embedded resolution of curves on a smoothsurface and are analogous in our situation. They are also a special case of Lemma 2.3below. When d is arbitrary the equality (ii) yields either that we can argue as before ifdjN1 and djN2, or that all contributions above are zero if d - N1 or d - N2.When P belongs to exactly one component E1 the same arguments are valid, putting(�2; N2) = (1; 0) everywhere.1.5. Remark. The de�nition above can be generalized to the case of an arbitrary e�ec-tive (Weil) divisor on S instead of the zero divisor of a regular function f .4



2. Poles(2.1) When (S; 0) is nonsingular, the poles of Z0(S; f; s) are important invariantsand are related to the local monodromy of f . In [V3] we determined them completelyin terms of the geometry of the minimal embedded resolution (X; h) of f�1f0g � S.(In fact there we treated S = A 2 but we only used that it is nonsingular.) Using thenotation of (1.1) we have the following [V3, Theorem 4.3] :s0 is a pole of Z0(S; f; s) if and only if s0 = � �iNi for i 2 Ts, or for i 2 Te such that�(E�i ) < 0.So in particular exceptional curves that intersect other components once or twice donot contribute to the poles. This fact, which is true for any resolution (X; h), is notdi�cult to prove and is related to the formula for the topological zeta function in termsof the log canonical model, see x4.(2.2) The same non{contribution result is valid for arbitrary (S; 0). Fix j 2 Te andlet Ej intersect k times other components E1; : : : ; Ek. Suppose that �iNi 6= �jNj for alli = 1; : : : ; k. The contribution of Ej to Z0(s) is1�j + sNj (�(E�j ) + kXi=1 1�i + sNi )and so its contribution to the residue of � �jNj isR := 1Nj (2� 2g � k + kXi=1 1�i );where g is the genus of Ej and �i := �i � �jNjNi for i = 1; : : : ; k.Fact : When either g = 0 and k = 1 or k = 2, or g = k = 1, then R = 0.This is an immediate consequence of the following lemma, generalizing its well-known`nonsingular version'.2.3. Lemma. Fix j 2 Te and let Ej intersect k times other components E1; : : : ; Ek.Denote by g the genus of Ej and by �� the self{intersection number of Ej on X. Then(i) �Nj =Pki=1Ni;(ii) ��j =Pki=1(�i � 1) + 2� 2g;(iii)Pki=1(�i � 1) = 2g � 2, where �i := �i � �jNjNi for i = 1; : : : ; k:Proof. By de�nition we have that P`2T N`E` = 0 in PicX and hence P`2T N`(E` �Ej) = 0 in PicEj. Taking degrees yields (i). Analogously the identity KX = h�KS +P`2T (�` � 1)E` in PicX 
 Q implies that KX � Ej = P`2T (�` � 1)E` � Ej inPicEj 
 Q . Again taking degrees and using the adjunction formula we obtain (ii).Finally eleminating � from (i) and (ii) gives (iii). �5



2.4. Remark. (i) The case g = 1 in (2.2) is new; it could of course not occur fornonsingular S. Also one can easily verify that there are no other `immediate' vanishingcases for the residue of a candidate pole.(ii) For arbitrary d we have the same vanishing fact concerning Z(d)0 (s). This is ofcourse only signi�cant if djNj ; and then by Lemma 2.3(i) the contributions R are eitheras above or already zero by de�nition.2.5. Example. Let (S; 0) be a quasi{homogeneous singularity for which the exceptionaldivisor of its minimal resolution h : X ! S consists of a nonsingular rational curve E0and a nonsingular elliptic curve E1, intersecting transversely in exactly one point. Letf be a function on S such that the strict transform E of f�1f0g intersects only E0 andmoreover transversely in exactly one point; so in particular (X; h) is already a goodresolution of f�1f0g � S. ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................� f�1f0g0 S�!hE0 E1EX
We will verify the vanishing fact in (2.2), which predicts that neither E0 or E1 shouldcontribute to the poles of Z0(S; f; s). Denote by ��0 and ��1 the self{intersectionnumbers of E0 and E1 on X, respectively. Then Lemma 2.3 yields��0N0 = N1 +N�0�0 = �1 + 1 and ��1N1 = N0�1�1 = �0 � 1 :One easily computes thatZ0(S; f; s) = 1�1 + sN1 (�1 + 1�0 + sN0 ) + 1(�0 + sN0)(1 + sN) = ��0�1 � 11 + sN :A concrete example is the germ (fx2+y3+ z12 = 0g; 0) in A 3 with f = z. Then �0 = 2,�1 = 1, N = 1, and thus N0 = N1 = 1, �0 = 0, �1 = �1.(2.6) As mentioned in (2.1) we have for nonsingular (S; 0) that if a candidate poledoes not vanish because of the fact in (2.2), then it is a pole. For singular (S; 0) this isno longer true. We mention the following example.Let (S; 0) be a simple elliptic singularity, i.e. the exceptional divisor of its minimalresolution h : X ! S consists of a nonsingular elliptic curve E. Let f be a function onS such that (X; h) is already a good resolution of f�1f0g � S.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................�Ei 0 S�!hEiEX
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Denote by Ei; 1 � i � k, the irreducible components of f�1f0g, as well as their stricttransforms in X, and by �� the self{intersection number of E on X. Then by Lemma2.3 we have that �N = kXi=1Ni and �� = kXi=1(�i � 1) = 0since all �i = 1. So Z0(S; f; s) is1� + sN (�k + kXi=1 11 + sNi )= 1sN (�k � k(Pki=1Ni)s+ k + (k � 1)(Pki=1Ni)s+ (� � � )s2)Qki=1(1 + sNi)= ��N + (� � � )sNQki=1(1 + sNi)and the candidate pole 0 = � �N associated to E is no pole.A concrete example is the germ (fx3 + y3 + z3 = 0g; 0) in A 3 with f = z. Thenk = 3; N1 = N2 = N3 = 1, � = 3, and thus N = 1. SoZ0(S; f; s) = 1s (�3 + 3 11 + s ) = � 31 + s :(2.7) When S = A 2 the following assertion has been proved by Loeser [L].If s0 is a pole of Z0(S; f; s) then e2�is0 is an eigenvalue of the local monodromy of f atsome point of f�1f0g.(In fact Loeser proved the analogous statement for Igusa's local zeta function, fromwhich the stated result follows.) The general assertion on A n , called the MonodromyConjecture [Igusa], for Igusa's local zeta function and the topological zeta function, isstill an open problem for n � 3, see [D]. When S is a singular surface the assertionabove is in general not true; we mention the following example.(2.8) Take k � 3 and let (S; 0) be an Ak;1{singularity, i.e. the exceptional divisor ofits minimal resolution h : X ! S consists of just E �= P1 with self{intersection number�k on X. Let f be a function on S such that the strict transform of f�1f0g on Xconsists of k irreducible components E1; : : : ; Ek with multiplicities N1 = � � � = Nk = 1,which intersect normally with E.
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................�Ei 0 S�!hEiEX
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By Lemma 2.3 we have that kN = k and k� =Pki=1(�i � 1) + 2 and thusN = 1 and � = 2k :Consequently Z0(S; f; s) = 12=k + s (2� k + k 11 + s) = 2� (k � 2)s(2=k + s)(1 + s) :Using the formula of A'Campo [AC] (see the proof of Lemma 3.2 for the statement) itis not di�cult to verify that the only eigenvalue of local monodromy of f is 1. Thiscontradicts the assertion for the pole s0 = � 2k .Concretely we can represent S as the surface in A k+1 , given by the vanishing of all(2� 2)-minors of the matrix�x1 x2 x3 � � � xk�1 xkx2 x3 x4 � � � xk xk+1 � ;and take then f = x1 � xk+1.(2.9) We propose to investigate the following as a possible generalization of Loeser'sresult. Let t denote the least common denominator of the log discrepancies �i; i 2 Te;it is independent of the chosen resolution. Let s0 be a pole of Z0(S; f; s); is then e2�its0an eigenvalue of the local monodromy of f at some point of f�1f0g ?3. Holomorphy Conjecture(3.1) In this section we will prove the following result. We refer to [Mi] for the conceptof monodromy.Theorem. If d 2 N n f0g does not divide the order (as root of unity) of any eigenvalueof the local monodromy of f at any point of f�1f0g, then Z(d)0 (S; f; s) = 0.For S = A 2 we showed this in [V1]; the proof is entirely similar for any nonsingularS but can not be generalized to singular surfaces. The analogous statement for A n iscalled the Holomorphy Conjecture [Denef], and is still open for n � 3. (In the `global'setting the assertion of being zero is replaced by being holomorphic.)3.2. Lemma. Let d 2 N n f0g not divide the order of any eigenvalue of the localmonodromy of f at any point of f�1f0g. Let [i2IEi be a connected component of[i2Te;djNiEi. Then Pi2I �(E�i ) = 0.Remark. The condition on d can be weakened, but we will not need this.8



Proof. By the formula of A'Campo [AC, Theorem 4] we have that the alternating prod-uct of all characteristic polynomials of the local monodromy of f at 0 isYi2Te(TNi � 1)�(E�i ):The condition on d implies in particular that a primitive d{th root of unity cannot bea zero or pole of this rational function, and henceXi2Te;djNi �(E�i ) = 0:Since for any i 2 Ts the characteristic polynomial of the local monodromy at a genericpoint of h(Ei) is TNi�1, the condition of Theorem 3.3 below is satis�ed and the lemmafollows immediately from it. �3.3. Theorem. Let d 2 N n f0g not divide any Ni; i 2 Ts. If [i2IEi is a connectedcomponent of [i2Te;djNiEi, then Pi2I �(E�i ) � 0.Proof. See [V2, Theorem 3.5 and Remark 3.6] for nonsingular S (and in fact in anydimension). The proof is the same in the singular case. �(3.4) Proof of Theorem 3.1.Let h : X ! S be the minimal good resolution of f�1f0g � S. From the proof ofLemma 3.2 we know that d - Ni for all i 2 Ts. We will show that the contribution toZ(d)0 (S; f; s) of any connected component of [i2Te;djNiEi is zero.Fix such a connected component M := [i2IEi. We claim that(z) �(E�i ) � 0 for all i 2 I:Suppose that �(E�i0) > 0 for i0 2 I. Then necessarily Ei0 �= P1 and it must intersectexactly one other component. By Theorem 3.3 there exists r � 0 and a chain ofcomponents
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............. ............. .......... ........................................................................ ....................................: : :Ei0 E1 E2 Er Ei1in M with �(E�1) = � � � = �(E�r ) = 0 and �(E�i1) < 0. From Lemma 2.3(i) it followseasily that Ni1 = nNi0 , where n is the absolute value of the determinant of the inter-section matrix of Ei0 ; E1; : : : ; Er (see for example [V4, Lemma 2.4]). In particular wehave that Ni0 < Ni1 ;for the minimality of the resolution implies that n > 1. We now apply Lemma3.2 with Ni1 instead of d to the connected components of [`2I;Ni1 jN`E`; this yields9



P`2I;Ni1 jN` �(E�̀) = 0. Since �(E�i1) < 0 there must exist some i2 2 I such thatNi1 jNi2 and �(E�i2) > 0. Repeating the same argument for Ei2 instead of Ei0 producessome i4 2 I with Ni0 < Ni2 < Ni4 and �(E�i4) > 0. Going on like this contradicts the�niteness of the resolution graph, which proves the claim.Now (z) and Lemma 3.2 yield that �(E�i ) = 0 for all i 2 I. So either Ei �= P1intersects other components exactly twice or E�i = Ei is an elliptic curve. A priori Mand its intersecting components could then be one of the following con�gurations :E(1) .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... C(2) .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..................................................................................................................................... .........................................................................................................: : :(3)
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............. .............: : : Er+1ErEr�1E0 E1 E2(4) (r � 2)

Here all `full' curves represent components Ei; i 2 I; they are all isomorphic to P1except C, which is an elliptic curve. The dashed curves represent components E`;` 62 I. Now (2) and (3) are impossible because by connectivity of h�1f0g we would haveM = [i2TeEi, which then contradicts the connectivity of h�1(f�1f0g). And (4) cannotoccur since Lemma 2.3(i) would imply that djN0 and djNr+1. So the contribution ofM = [i2IEi = E to Z(d)0 (s) is �(E�)� + sN = 0: �4. Formula in terms of the log canonical model(4.1) To a pair (V;D) with V a normal variety and D a reduced Weil divisor on Vone can associate a unique `partial embedded resolution of singularities' which is calledthe log canonical model of (V;D). This notion plays a role in the log version of theMinimal Model Program and is currently known to exist only in dimensions 2 and 3;see for example [W, KMM, Kol] for an introduction and other references.We restrict now immediately to dimension 2; a more detailed explanation can befound in [V4, x1]. Our purpose is to derive a formula for the topological zeta functionin terms of the log canonical model of (S; f�1f0g).(4.2) Let V be a normal surface and D a reduced Weil divisor on V . Take anygood resolution h : Y ! V of D � V . Denote by D0 the strict transform of D inY and by Fj ; j 2 J , the irreducible components of the exceptional divisor. Choosingrepresentatives of KV and KY such that h�KV and KY coincide on h�1(Vreg) we canwrite KY +D0 +Xj2J Fj = h�(KV +D) +Xj2J ajFj10



for some aj 2 Q . (Again aj is called the log discrepancy of Fj , generalizing (�) in (1.1)where D = 0.) The pair (V;D) is said to be log canonical if for some (or equivalently :any) good resolution h : Y ! V we have that aj � 0 for all j 2 J .It is easy to see that for a nonsingular surface V the pair (V;D) is log canonical ifand only if D has at most (ordinary) nodes as singularities. So to describe all possiblelog canonical pairs it su�ces to know all germs of normal singularities P 2 V suchthat (V;D) is log canonical, i.e. to know all log canonical surface singularities. Theseare described in e.g. [Al, Ka]; we list here the possibilities with D 6= 0 by giving theminimal resolution of P 2 V , which turns out to be also a good resolution of D � V .In the dual graph of a good resolution we denote the exceptional curves by dots,the irreducible components of the strict transform of D by circles, and any intersectionby lines connecting the corresponding dots or circles. If P 2 (V;D) is a log canonicalsurface singularity with D 6= 0 then its dual resolution graph is one of the following,where r � 1 and all exceptional curves are rational with self{intersection number atmost �2, and exactly �2 for Er+1 and Er+2 in (2).: : :� � � ��(1) : : :� � � �E1 E2 Er� �(10) ......................................................................................................................................: : :� � � � ��E1 E2 Er Er+1Er+2� [�2][�2](2)These singularities are completely determined by two positive integers n and q whichare de�ned as the absolute value of the determinant of the intersection matrix of allexceptional curves, and the curves E1; : : : ; Er�1, respectively. (When r = 1 we putq = 1.) The reason in (1) and (10) is that the expansion in continued fractionsnq = �r � 1�r�1 � 1�r�2���� ;with �` 2 Z and �` � 2, yields the self{intersection numbers ��1; � � � ;��r ofE1; : : : ; Er. In (2) we have that n and q determine the absolute value of the deter-minant m of the intersection matrix of E1; : : : ; Er and then the expansion of mq yieldsall self{intersections.We will denote the singularities in (1) or (10) and in (2) by An;q and Dn;q, respectively.The �rst ones are called Hirzebruch{Jung singularities.4.3. De�nition { Proposition. The (unique) log canonical model of the pair (V;D)is a proper birational morphism hc : Vc ! V such that(i) the pair (Vc; Ec+D0) is log canonical, where Ec is the reduced exceptional divisorof hc and D0 the strict transform of D, and(ii) KVc +Ec +D0 is hc{ample, i.e. its restriction on any �bre of hc is ample.For the minimal (and thus for any) good resolution h : Y ! V of D � V there exists afactorization Y '!Vchc!V of h trough hc. So roughly we obtain Y from Vc by resolving11



its singularities and Vc from Y by contracting the con�gurations of exceptional curvesas above to An;q{ and Dn;q{singularities.(4.4) Let now hc : Sc ! S be the log canonical model of (S; f�1f0g). We denote byFi; i 2 J = Je [ Js, the irreducible components of h�1c (f�1f0g), where Je runs over theexceptional curves and Js over the components of the strict transform of f�1f0g. Fori 2 J we can de�ne analogously as in (1.1) the multiplicities Ni and �i, which are ofcourse just the multiplicities of the strict transform of Fi in the resolution space X of(1.1).In order to state the formula for the topological zeta function in terms of the logcanonical model we partition the contributing locus [i2JeFi into the following strata :(i) the set of smooth curves F �i := ((Fi)reg \ (Xc)reg) n [j2J;j 6=iFj ; i 2 Je,(ii) the set PD of all Dn;q{singularities of Xc,(iii) the set PA of all other points, being the An;q{singularities of Xc and the smoothP 2 Xc belonging to two branches of the F`; ` 2 J .4.5. Theorem. Using the notation of (4.4) we haveZ0(s) = Xi2Je �(F �i )�i + sNi + XPi2PA ni(�i + sNi)(�0i + sN 0i) + XPi2PD ni=4�i + sNi (3 + qi�i + sNi ):Here Pi 2 PA is an Ani;qi{singularity or smooth (in which case we put ni = 1), andeither Pi belongs to two branches Fi and F 0i or Pi belongs to just one branch Fi andthen we put formally (N 0i ; �0i) = (0; 1). Also Pi 2 PD is a Dni;qi{singularity and Pi 2 Fi.Proof. From the description in (4.2) of the log canonical pairs we see that the minimalgood resolution X of f�1f0g � S is obtained from Sc by(1) blowing{up the nonsingular points which are nodes of some irreducible componentF`; ` 2 Je, and(2) resolving all An;q{and Dn;q{singularities.Outside these points and their inverse images X is isomorphic to Sc; this part of Xyields the �rst term in the stated formula and the contributions of the smooth Pi 2 PAin the second term, except those of (1)................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ...................................................................................................... .............................................................................................. ......................................................................................................................�!EE` F`�PiLet Pi 2 F` be a point as in (1). The contribution of its exceptional curve E in X toZ0(s) is 1� + sN (0 + 2 1�` + sN` ) = 1(�` + sN`)2since by Lemma 2.3 we have that � = 2�` and N = 2N`. So these points Pi yield theremaining contributions in the second term with ni = 1.We proved in [V4, Theorem 3.3] that the contribution to Z0(s) of the inverse imagein X of the Ani;qi{singularity Pi is as stated, which completes the second term. So what12



is left to show is that the inverse images in X of the Dni;qi{singularities Pi contributethe third term to Z0(s). This is done in Lemma 4.6 below. �4.6. Lemma. Using the notation of (4.4) let P be aDn;q{singularity of Sc, and [r+2i=1Eiits inverse image in the minimal good resolution X of f�1f0g � S. Let P 2 F (anddenote by N and � the usual multiplicities of F ). Then the contribution of [r+2i=1Ei toZ0(s) is n=4� + sN (3 + q� + sN ):
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............. .............: : : ErEr�1Er�2 Er+1Er+2F E1 E2 �! �PFProof. We can apply the result on Hirzebruch{Jung singularities of [V4, Theorem 3.3]to compute the contributions of [r�1i=1Ei; Er+1 and Er+2 to Z0(s), which are thenq(� + sN)(�r + sNr) and two times 2�r + sNr ;respectively; our total contribution is thusq(� + sN)(�r + sNr) + �1 + 2 � 2�r + sNr = 1�r + sNr (3 + q� + sN ):It is now su�cient to show that� + sN = n4 (�r + sNr):Denote by �� the self{intersection number of Er in X and by � the absolute value ofthe determinant of the intersection matrix of the Ei; 1 � i � r � 2. Computing thedeterminant of the global intersection matrix in an appropriate way yields(1) n = 4((�� 1)q ��):By [V4, Lemma 2.4] we have that(2) q(�r�1 + sNr�1) = (� + sN) + �(�r + sNr):Also Lemma 2.3 yields 2(�j + sNj) = (�r + sNr) + 1 for j = r + 1 and r + 2, and�(�r + sNr) = (�r+1 + sNr+1) + (�r+2 + sNr+2) + (�r�1 + sNr�1)� 1, yielding(3) (�� 1)(�r + sNr) = �r�1 + sNr�1:13



Combining (2), (3) and (1) we get� + sN = q(�r�1 + sNr�1)��(�r + sNr) = ((�� 1)q ��)(�r + sNr) = n4 (�r + sNr):(We tacitly assumed r � 2. When r = 1 the proof is just easier.) �4.7. Remark. From Theorem 4.5 the non{contribution result of (2.2) for g = 0 is obviousbecause these bad candidate poles simply do not occur in the formula.(4.8) We now derive for arbitrary d > 0 the formula for Z(d)0 (s) in terms of thelog canonical model of (S; f�1f0g). Let again X be the minimal good resolution off�1f0g � S. As in the proof of Theorem 4.5 we essentially have to compute thecontributions to Z(d)0 (s) of the inverse images in X of(1) the nonsingular points of Sc which are nodes of some F`; ` 2 Je, and(2) the An;q{ and Dn;q{singularities of Sc.It is easy to see that the contribution for the points in (1) is as above if and only ifdjN` and zero otherwise. The contribution of the An;q{singularities is treated in [V4,(3.6)]. We investigate the Dn;q{singularities below, leaving then the explicit formula forZ(d)0 (s) in terms of hc : Sc ! S as an exercise.4.9. Lemma. Using the notation of Lemma 4.6, the contribution of [r+2i=1Ei, i.e. thecontribution of the Dn;q{singularity P to Z(d)0 (s) is(i) n=4�+sN (3 + q�+sN ) if dj Nn=2 ,(ii) n=4�+sN (�1 + q�+sN ) if d - Nn=2 and dj Nn=4 ,(iii) 0 if d - Nn=4 .Proof. We have to investigate under which conditions on d (a part of) [r+2i=1Ei con-tributes to Z(d)0 (s): From the proof of Lemma 4.6 we recall that N = (n=4)Nr; NrjNr�1and Nr = 2Nr+1 = 2Nr+2. Moreover putting N0 = N we have by Lemma 2.3(i) thatNijNi�1 +Ni+1 for i = 1; : : : ; r � 1. These relations yield three possibilities :(i) djNr2 , djNi for 0 � i � r + 2,(ii) d - Nr2 and djNr , d - Nr2 and djNi for 0 � i � r,(iii) d - Nr , there exists no i 2 f1; : : : ; rg such that djNi�1 and djNi.It is clear that in case (iii) the total contribution is zero, and in case (i) as before. Incase (ii) only [ri=1Ei contributes; looking at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.6we see that this contribution is 1�r + sNr (�1 + q� + sN ):The relation � + sN = n4 (�r + sNr) then �nishes the proof. �14



5. Generalizations(5.1) The veri�cation that our de�ning expression for Z0(S; f; s) is independent of thechosen resolution relied essentially on the fact that �(�) is additive on constructible sets.So instead of the Euler characteristic we can use other additive invariants as the Poincar�epolynomial or the Hodge polynomial or, most generally, the class in the Grothendieckgroup of algebraic varieties. Let V denote the Grothendieck ring of algebraic varieties(i.e. reduced separated schemes of �nite type) over C . It is the ring generated by thesymbols [V], where V is a complex algebraic variety, subject to the following relations:[V ] = [V 0] if V is isomorphic to V 0, [V ] = [V n V 0] + [V 0] if V 0 is closed in V , and[V � V 0] = [V ] � [V 0]. We set L := [A 1 ].Using the notation of (1.1) we associate to a regular function f on a normal surfacegerm (S; 0) the invariantZ0(s) = Z0(S; f; s) :=Xi2Te[E�i ] L� 1L�i+sNi � 1+ Xfi;jg�T [Ei \Ej ] (L� 1)2(L�i+sNi � 1)(L�j+sNj � 1) :As a motivation for the concrete form of the terms in L : compare them with the formulafor Igusa's local zeta function in (0.2).(5.2) We now explain in which ring this invariant lives and verify its independencyof the chosen resolution.Let t denote the least common denominator of the �i; i 2 Te. Consider the ringV[L1=t; L�1=t; Ls], where we denote by L1=t the class of X in the quotient of the polyno-mial ring V[X] by (Xt�L), and where Ls is just a symbol. We abbreviate (L�1=t)a�(Ls)bfor a; b 2 N by L�a=t+sb. Then Z0(s) can be considered in the ring R which is the lo-calization of V[L1=t; L�1=t; Ls] with respect to the elements La=t+sb � 1, a 2 Z andb 2 N n f0g.Concerning the independency of the resolution we take as in (1.4) a blowing{up� : ~X ! X with centre P and exceptional curve E of a good resolution X. WhenP 2 E1 \E2 we have to verify that(L� 1)2(L�1+sN1 � 1)(L�2+sN2 � 1) = L� 1L�+sN � 1([E�] + L� 1L�1+sN1 � 1 + L� 1L�2+sN2 � 1):Since [E�] = L � 1 this is implied by L�+sN � 1 = L�1+�2+s(N1+N2) � 1, and thus byLemma 2.3 for E.5.3. Remark. (i) When S is nonsingular L�2Z0(s) is exactly the `motivic integral' or`motivic Igusa zeta function' R~f0g fs of Denef and Loeser [DL2, (2.1)], generalizing anidea of Kontsevich [Kon].(ii) These authors also introduced in [DL3] a zeta function for singular S (in fact inany dimension), which is di�erent from ours and also generalizes R~f0g fs. Their pointof view is more `integrational' while ours is `geometrical'.15



(5.4) We explain briey how Z0(s) specializes to Z0(s). (See [DL2, (2.3)] for a similarargument.) Denote by �V the largest quotient of V[L1=t; L�1=t] without (L1=t�1){torsion.By expanding Ls and L�1La=t+sb�1 into series in L1=t�1 one constructs a canonical algebrahomomorphism R! �V[s][ ta+ sbt ]a2Z;b2Nnf0g[[L1=t � 1]];where [[L1=t � 1]] denotes completion with respect to the ideal (L1=t � 1). Composingthis morphism with the quotient map given by dividing out (L1=t�1) in this last algebragives an `evaluation L1=t = 1 morphism'ev : R! �V(L1=t � 1) [s][ ta+ sbt ]a2Z;b2Nnf0g:The Euler characteristic morphism � : V ! Z extends to V[L1=t; L�1=t] by putting�(L1=t) = 1, and moreover it factors through the quotient �V yielding � : �V ! Z. (Tosee this one must consider �rst for example the Hodge{Deligne polynomial, see [DL2,Remark 1.2.3].) So it induces a morphism� : �V(L1=t � 1) [s][ ta+ sbt ]a2Z;b2Nnf0g! Z[s][ ta+ sbt ]a2Z;b2Nnf0g:Now clearly (� � ev)(Z0(s)) = Z0(s).(5.5) The analogues for Z0(s) of the vanishing fact in (2.2) for g = k = 1 and ofthe cancellation of the candidate pole 0 in Example 2.6 are not true. We leave theveri�cation of these statements as an exercise. The basic reason is that for an ellipticcurve C we have that �(C) = 0 but [C] 6= 0 in V.(5.6) Also for Z0(s) we have a formula in terms of the log canonical model Sc of(S; f�1f0g). The essential problem is the contribution of the An;q{ and Dn;q{singulari-ties. Let [ri=1Ei be the inverse image of an An;q{singularity P 2 Sc in the minimalgood resolution of f�1f0g � S. Using the notation of (4.4) suppose that P 2 F0\Fr+1.Then considering the analogue of the vanishing fact in (2.2) for g = 0 (which is true !)we expect that the contribution to Z0(s) of P is of the form(y) (L� 1)2Dr(L�0+sN0 � 1)(L�r+1+sNr+1 � 1)for some Dr 2 V[L1=t0 ; L�1=t0 ; Ls], where t0 is the least common denominator of the�i; 0 � i � r + 1. In contrast with Z0(s) the determination of a closed formula for Dris not obvious at all. We obtained an expression for Dr as the determinant of a certainnon{symmetric `L{deformation' of the intersection matrix of the Ei; 1 � i � r.For aesthetic reasons we introduce for i = 1; : : : ; r the notation <i>:= �i + sNi andKi :=P�i�1`=0 L`<i> = L�i<i>�1L<i>�1 , where ��i is the self{intersection number of Ei. It iseasy to verify that for r = 1 we have that D1 = K1. We state the case r = 7 to give thegeneral idea : 16
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K1 �L<3> L<2> � 1 0 0 0 0�L<0> K2 �L<1> 0 0 0 00 �L<4> K3 �L<5> L<4> � 1 0 00 L<3> � 1 �L<2> K4 �L<3> 0 00 0 0 �L<6> K5 �L<7> L<6> � 10 0 0 L<5> � 1 �L<4> K6 �L<5>0 0 0 0 0 �L<8> K7

�������������������������We refer to [V4, xx5{6] for a general description of this determinant and the proof thatit represents Dr in the contribution (y), replacing there formally q by L. In fact in [V4]we proved the analogous statement for Igusa's local zeta function.Let now [r+2i=1Ei be the inverse image of a Dn;q{singularity P 2 Sc in the minimalgood resolution of f�1f0g � S. Using the notation of (4.4) and Lemma 4.6 supposethat P 2 F . Looking at the proof of Lemma 4.6 it is an exercise to verify that thecontribution to Z0(s) of P isL� 1L(�+sN) 4n � 1(Dr�1 L� 1L�+sN � 1 + L+ 2L (�+sN) 4n+12 );where Dr�1 is the determinant above associated to E1; : : : ; Er�1, which is a `L{defor-mation' of q.(5.7) Finally we indicate shortly how to generalize Z(d)0 (s) for d > 1. We cannotsimply in the de�nition of Z0(s) above restrict the summation to the i; j for whichdjNi and djNj , for then this expression in general depends on the chosen resolution.A solution is to work, instead of in V, in the Grothendieck group M of (the pseudo{abelian category of) Chow C {motives. The role of d is now taken over by a character oforder d of the group �d of d{th roots of unity in C , i.e. by an injective homomorphism� : �d ! C � . In [DL2, (2.2)] Denef and Loeser associate to � and Ei with djNi anelement [(E�i )f;�] 2 M, such that when � is the trivial character [(E�i )f;�] is just theimage of [E�i ] by the natural map V ! M. (To be correct here one must considermotives with coe�cients in Q [�d ] instead of in Q , where �d is a primitive d{th root ofunity.) We can de�ne in an appropriate ringZ�0 (s) := Xi2TedjNi [(E�i )f;�] L� 1L�i+sNi � 1 + Xfi;jg�TdjNi;djNj [Ei \Ej ] (L� 1)2(L�i+sNi � 1)(L�j+sNj � 1)where now 1 is the unit motive, L is (the class of) the Lefschetz motive in M and[Ei \ Ej] is considered in M via the natural map V ! M. Using a variant of [DL2,Lemma 1.4.3] we can show that Z�0 (s) is independent of the chosen resolution and wecan generalize Theorem 3.1 as follows : 17
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